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Iain spends a year away in the Reserves
We currently employ over 150 employees from the military community. Out of this 150, while working for our
business, 21 of these are also Reservists. One of them is Iain, working for us as an Area Delivery Manager
and he has recently come back to work from a year away in the Reserves.
In April 2016 he was called out into permanent service by the Royal Air Force as a reservist. His job
consisted of leading and managing a shift of around 10 personnel on hi tempo operations, in a confined
space. This was completely different to his every day role as Area Delivery Manager for our National Housing
Prime contract.
While he was away he was asked lots of questions about housing, which he did his best to signpost on to
the right team. His year away improved his skills and he learned a lot about himself and the decisions he
had to make made him feel quite isolated at times. The challenges were very different to what he would
normally face on a day to day basis.
He spent his New Year’s Eve running hot food down to the guard room and also acted as the proxy at a
Move-Out for a fellow Serviceman. This meant Iain coming face-to-face with our business from a customer’s
perspective. He found this interesting and liked seeing us how our customers see us. The Accommodation
Officer completing the Move-Out also normally works for Iain so he was surprised to see him on the other
side.
Iain was grateful for the help he received from us during his year away. He said, “CarillionAmey were great
while I was away. my line manager, came to visit me in my work place during operations and got to see the
type of work my team were engaged in. HR kept in touch regularly – making sure nothing slipped, and upon
my return they were amazing at making sure everything was set up for my return. Towards the end of my
tour, I came back to work for a day to ensure a smooth transition back into the business.”

Proudly supporting those who serve.

RAF Cosford Youth Centre given a new lease of life
We recently spent two days renovating the Youth Centre at RAF Cosford in Wolverhampton with our supply
chain partners, Wulfrun Ltd.
With paint donated by Wulfrun, the team got to work preparing and painting the exterior of the centre,
transforming it from a tired and rather sad looking building into a bright and colourful facility for local families
to enjoy.
The event was organised as part of our commitment to encourage each and every member of staff to give
one day to volunteer.
Fifi Colbron, Local Customer Service Centre Advisor, who is also a Service wife, helped to pull the event
together and said “Although my two boys are grown up now, they both used the youth centre when they
were younger and it was lovely to be able to give something back to the local community.”
Tom Cavalot, Station Youth Worker at RAF Cosford, was delighted with the results and surprised the team
with a barbecue to say thank you.

CarillionAmey help replace iconic Gate Guardian at RAF Cosford
We worked with Wulfrun Building Services to help replace the iconic Gate Guardian at RAF Cosford. The
tired looking supermarine replica spitfire had seen better days and needed to be replaced due to corrosion
on the supporting structures.
Our Project Manager, Gary Pierce, and Delivery Manager, Steve Haywood, together with the Wulfrun
team, helped with the preparation of the supporting structures. This was to enable the aircraft to be safely
delivered on to the pads.
The project coordinated with RAF Flight Lieutenant Broatch, RAF Museum and Babcock’s to provide
aircraft technical engineering support during the preparation of the aircraft and its delivery. Karen Wiley,
Deputy Hard Facilities Management Contract Monitoring Team, RAF Cosford also helped in coordinating the
contractors and various organisations involved.
The newly replaced Jaguar Aircraft XX110 was unveiled on 24 May 2017 by Group Captain and
Commandant Defence School of Aeronautical Engineering Mark Hunt. It now sits proudly outside the station
headquarters.

National Volunteers’ Week: CarillionAmey staff volunteers with the Air Cadets
National Volunteers’ Week is a celebration of the incredible contributions made by volunteers across the
country. We’re proud to support our Armed Forces and our dedicated team are committed to a target of one
volunteer day each, per year. One of our team has been volunteering with the Reserves since he left school.
John Brabner is a Commercial Manager and Senior Quantity Surveyor on our Regional Prime South East
contract. He spends a full day each weekend serving as a Royal Air Force Air Cadet Gliding Instructor with
637 Volunteer Gliding Squadron. Cadets from the age of 13 are given a series of basic introductory training
flights with an instructor and then when they reach 16, they can apply for a course to take them through the
full flying syllabus. This is completed with the young Cadets able to fly solo.
There are also residential courses for Cadets and the instructors are required to do at least one per year.
John enjoys seeing the sense of achievement on their faces as they complete their training. The instructors
do amazing work for the Cadets, who can go on to have huge roles in the professional flying industry and in
the Services, so their development and the training they receive is important in their role in life following the
Air Cadets.
The work John does volunteering is hugely beneficial for his role with us. His experience in the RAF
Volunteer Reserve (Training) Branch over the years has given him a strong insight into the needs and
workings of the military community. It has also provided an instrumental understanding of the impact of our
work on the individual requirements of units and personnel.
John says volunteering is incredibly rewarding, “The reward of ‘giving’ the gift of flying and adventure to the
next generation of pilots is immeasurable. It will also give you really first class training that reads across into
your ‘other’ life. The work you do provides leadership and interpersonal skills, and technical training, all way
beyond that gained in just a civilian world. The added bonus of seeing young people take on challenging
activities, and visibly grow up and mature as a result is reward in itself. ”
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